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Chapter 3358 

David stepped forward, pushed Jin Dong and Luo Xi aside, looked at Elder 
Nalu and said, “Is your Xuanyin Sect so indifferent?” “I told you, he was the 

one who slapped me first. , I was just defending myself…” 

“Do you think of me as a three-year-old child? If he were a fourth-level monk 
in the Tribulation Realm, if he had slapped you first, you would have been 
disabled by now.” 

Elder Lu snorted coldly . road! 

“Don’t say that he is a fourth-level monk in the Tribulation Realm. Even if you, 
a fifth-level Tribulation Realm, slap me, I can still resist. This is my own ability. 
It does not mean that he did not do it.” David reasoned 

. He said vigorously! 

But these words instantly made Elder Nalu angry! 

In front of so many people, isn’t it an insult to say that he, a fifth-level monk in 
the Tribulation Realm, can’t hurt a first-level Tribulation Realm monk? 

“Boy, you are too crazy. You dare to say such things to Elder Fei…” Seeing 
this, Liu Xueyi quickly added jealousy and said, “Elder Fei, try hitting this kid, 
so as not to make him look arrogant. He also You underestimate us demon 
cultivators.” 

“Although in recent years, our demon cultivators have been hunted down 
everywhere by their human monks, and our cultivation space has been 
compressed, we have not reached such an unbearable state. The fifth level of 
the Tribulation Realm is like him. First grade, he actually said he could handle 
it.” 

Liu Xueyi actually elevated the conflict between him and David to the conflict 
between humans and demons! 



At this time, Elder Na Lu became even more angry. He stared at David coldly 
and said, “Boy, this is what you said. If you can take my slap, it will prove that 
you are not lying…” “Okay… 

” David nodded! 

“Mr. Chen…” Jin Dong hurriedly stopped David, “This is absolutely impossible. 
Elder Lu has the strength of the fifth level of the Tribulation Realm, so 
resisting forcefully is not possible…” “That’s right, although I know Mr. 

Chen You are highly talented and can fight at higher levels, but if you are 
slapped by a fifth-level monk in the Tribulation Realm while you are standing, 
it is no joke.” 

Luo Xi also advised David .! 

Even Huofeng and Ji Yun are worried about David! 

With David’s current strength, he would definitely be able to fight with a fifth-
level monk in the Tribulation Realm! 

But if you stand still and get slapped by the opponent, it’s a bit uncertain! 

“Don’t worry, I’m measured…” 

David said to several people! 

Seeing that David was particularly determined, the others stopped trying to 
persuade him, while Liu Xueyi looked at David with a sinister smile on his 
face! 

David stood quietly in front of Elder Na Lu and said, “Let’s do it…” “ 

Boy, you asked for this. With so many people testifying, if you die, it has 
nothing to do with my Xuanyin Sect.” 

Elder Lu said! 

“Of course, if I die, I deserve it and I won’t cause trouble to your Xuanyin 
Sect.” 

David nodded! 



The reason why David is like this is because after he broke through the 
Tribulation Realm, his physical body has been tempered to a new level. 

Having just been slapped by Liu Xueyi, David did not activate the 
indestructible golden body, but his body was not harmed either. This greatly 
increased David’s confidence! 

So David wanted to try to see how far he could resist the palm of Elder Lu, a 
fifth-level monk in the Tribulation Realm, with his physical body alone! 

Now David is very confident that Elder Lu cannot kill him with one palm! 

Everyone looked at it as if it was a show of excitement, and some people were 
sweating for David! 

Elder Lu saw that everyone around him was watching, so he mobilized the 
aura on his body, and the aura of the fifth level of the Tribulation Realm began 
to burst out! 

Although he didn’t know why David had such confidence, Elder Lu knew that 
his palm must have David seriously injured and fall to the ground! 

David is not allowed to die, but David must be seriously injured. This situation 
is difficult to control. After all, there is a huge gap in strength between the two! 

Elder Lu circulated his breath and slapped David with his palm! 
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At this moment, everyone’s hearts were in their throats! 

After all, a first-level cultivator in the Tribulation Realm stood still and was 
slapped by a fifth-level Tribulation Realm cultivator. This was something no 
one could even imagine! 

It’s like an adult beating a child of several years old, and the child can’t move 
yet! 

Bang……… 



Elder Lu slapped David on the chest. The huge force made David shake and 
take a few steps back! 

I have to say that Elder Lu’s strength at the fifth level of Tribulation Realm is 
indeed not weak! 

David felt his body churning, a mouthful of blood reached his throat, and he 
forcefully pushed it back! 

At this moment, David had a new understanding of the strength of his physical 
body! 

If he explodes into an indestructible golden body, Elder Lu’s palm will never 
hurt him again! 

Thinking of this, David’s face was filled with smiles! 

“I agree…” David said with a faint smile! 

Everyone looked at David blankly, their eyes full of disbelief! 

Even Elder Na Lu was full of shock and looked at David in disbelief. He really 
didn’t understand how David, a first-level monk in the Tribulation Realm, could 
have slapped him and just stepped back a few steps. Woolen cloth? 

“Mr. Chen, you are great…” 

Jin Dong and Luo Xi couldn’t help but said excitedly when they saw that David 
was fine! 

Elder Lu’s face turned from shock to shame. In front of everyone, he, an elder 
of the Xuanyin Sect and a fifth-level monk in the Tribulation Realm, couldn’t 
even defeat a first-level monk in the Tribulation Realm. What a shame! 

“Elder Lu, you are too kind. If you use all your strength, this kid will definitely 
die. I think you haven’t even used half of your strength.” Upon seeing this, Liu 
Xueyi hurriedly used the old method to excuse Elder Lu 

! 

But who would have thought that Elder Lu shook his head and said, “Although 
I didn’t use all my strength, I still used more than 80% of my strength. This 
fellow Taoist is indeed physically strong.” Elder Lu did not lie like 



Liu Xueyi, but admitted it directly. ! 

From this point of view, in terms of life,, Elder Lu is much better than Liu 
Xueyi! 

“Elder Lu, do you still remember the agreement we made just now?” 

David asked Elder Lu! 

“Of course!” Elder Lu nodded, then looked at Liu Xueyi and said, “You hit 
someone first. If someone breaks your arm in self-defense, it is your 
responsibility. So according to the rules, you must leave our Xuanyin Sect 
now.” .” 

Liu Xueyi looked at Elder Lu in disbelief, “Elder Lu, I came with Master, you…” 
“ 

I don’t care who you came with, if you break the rules, you will leave…” 

Elder Lu didn’t say anything. Don’t give Liu Xueyi face! 

Just when Liu Xueyi was helpless, an angry shout suddenly rang out, “You 
are so brave, who wants to drive my disciple away?” 

An old man in black robes walked slowly over. This old man was Xuelingfeng. 
Cheng Jinghui, the head of the company. 

Seeing the person coming, Jin Dong and Luo Xi reluctantly shouted, “Uncle 
Master…” 

Cheng Jinghui walked straight to Liu Xueyi without even looking at the two of 
them! 

“Master, you have to make the decision for me, my hand was broken…” 

Liu Xueyi said with aggrieved face! 

“Who broke my disciple’s arm? Come forward and don’t wait for me to get 
angry…” 

Cheng Jinghui glanced around, and the aura of the eighth-level Tribulation 
Realm on his body instantly enveloped everyone! 



Feeling this breath, everyone couldn’t help but tremble and looked at David! 

Cheng Jinghui instantly knew who had broken Liu Xueyi’s arm, but when he 
saw that David was only at the first level of the Tribulation Realm, he was a 
little surprised! 

However, he believed that David had hidden his strength. After all, in the 
world of heaven and man, there were not many people who hid their strength! 

Elder Lu’s face also darkened, and he said to Cheng Jinghui, “Master Cheng, 
it was your disciple who hit someone first and was injured later. You can’t 
blame others.” 

Cheng Jinghui snorted coldly, “Get out of here, you surnamed Lu. It’s not your 
turn to talk to me here, it’s your Sect Leader Kong who talks to me, who do 
you think you are?” 
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Cheng Jinghui put no pressure on Elder Lu at all, but Elder Lu looked 
unhappy and did not dare to say anything! 

“Boy, come here right away and kneel down to apologize to my apprentice. 
Maybe I can forgive you…” 

Cheng Jinghui looked at David coldly and said! 

“It was your apprentice who hit me first. I was defending myself. Why should I 
apologize?” 

David said to Cheng Jinghui without fear! 

“You dare to talk to me like this?” 

Cheng Jinghui didn’t expect that David, a small human monk, would dare to 
talk to him like this in Tianmo Mountain! 

He couldn’t help but feel angry in his heart, and the aura of the eighth-level 
Tribulation Realm was pressed directly towards David! 



This breath was as vast as the sea, with the power of thunder. David felt his 
body sink and his legs instantly bent! 

David gritted his teeth, even if his legs were bent and trembling, he still held 
on with all his strength and refused to kneel down! 

Seeing that David was not overwhelmed by his own aura, Cheng Jinghui was 
slightly startled and said, “Little human monk, I didn’t expect you to hide your 
strength. Even if you hide your strength, in front of me, you are just an ant… 

” After that, Cheng Jinghui’s aura became more violent, and everyone around 
him stepped back. 

David’s eyes were wide open and the veins on his forehead were bulging. He 
was using all his strength to resist! 

Just when David couldn’t hold it anymore, a sudden force gently lifted David 
up, and then Cheng Jinghui’s breath was repulsed! 

“Junior brother, Mr. Chen is my distinguished guest. Isn’t it a bit too much for 
you to do this?” 

Luo Shouhai walked over and looked at Cheng Jinghui coldly and said! 

“Distinguished guest?” Cheng Jinghui’s eyes were full of disdain. “I don’t care 
who he is. If he hurts my disciple, he must kneel down and apologize…” 
“Master, it was 

Liu Xueyi who struck first. Mr. Chen was injured in self-defense. his.” 

“Besides, he is a fourth-level monk in the Tribulation Realm. His arm was 
broken by Mr. Chen, a monk who has just stepped into the Tribulation Realm. 
He still has the nerve to apologize!” 

Jin Dong hurriedly followed Luo Shouhai to explain! 

“I know!” Luo Shouhai obviously knew what happened! 

After listening to Jin Dong’s words, Cheng Jinghui’s face became even more 
angry. His disciple was so powerful that he suffered a loss. This was a slap in 
the face to their Blood Spirit Peak! 



“Brother, I don’t care who strikes first. Now that my disciple is injured, he must 
kneel down and apologize.” “ 

You won’t quarrel with me because of a little human monk, right?” 

Cheng Jinghui looked at Luo Shou Hai said! 

“I said, Mr. Chen is my distinguished guest. If anyone touches him, don’t 
blame me for being rude…” 

Luo Shouhai’s face also turned cold! 

At this time, Cheng Jinghui’s face became even more ugly. The two people 
looked at each other, and the atmosphere was tense to the extreme! 

David glanced at Luo Xi with some confusion at this moment. He didn’t 
understand what the relationship between Blood Spirit Valley and Blood Spirit 
Peak was! 

Seeing this, Luo Xi leaned into David’s ear and said, “Mr. Chen, the head of 
Blood Spirit Peak is my father’s fellow disciple, and we are both from the 
blood demon lineage.” “It’s just that my father later became 

a The master of the Blood Spirit Valley, Cheng Jinghui was unwilling to accept 
it. He went up to the Blood Spirit Peak alone and became the master.” “ 

However, my father has not interfered in these years, and everything has 
always been peaceful. After all, the current living environment of the demons 
It’s very difficult, and if there is internal strife, it will be even more difficult to 
survive.” 

Luo Xi explained to David, and David finally understood, but seeing the 
strength of Cheng Jinghui and Luo Shouhai, although Luo Shouhai is a senior 
brother, But in terms of strength, I’m afraid it’s weaker! 

“Whoever is causing trouble for Mr. Chen must get past me first…” 

Just when the atmosphere was tense, an angry shout suddenly rang out, and 
the Demon Mountain Ghost rushed in angrily! 

 

 


